Lion Brand® Wool-Ease® - Lion Suede
Pom-pom Fringe for a Scarf
Pattern Number: BK4K-0602005

Make pom-poms of coordinated colors and different textures to liven up a purchased scarf!
This makes a fun project for a group -- a party, Brownie group or class. Ask each child to bring
a single skein of yarn and a scarf for decorating. Share the yarns between the members of the
group -- there will be many types and colors!
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Lion Brand® Wool-Ease® - Lion Suede
Pom-pom Fringe for a Scarf
Pattern Number: BK4K-0602005
SKILL LEVEL: Beginner
SIZE: One Size
Depends on scarf; pom-poms shown are approximately 3 inches [7.5 cm] across
CORRECTIONS: None
MATERIALS
• 620-146 Wool-Ease: Lilac
1 Skeins
• 210-098 Lion Suede: Ecru
1 Skeins
• 210-146 Lion Suede: Fuchsia
1 Skeins
• 210-147 Lion Suede: Eggplant
1 Skeins
• Additional Materials

1. Size 1 (2.5mm) crochet hook
2. Purchased scarf
NOTES:

Do NOT make pom-poms from a yarn that is going to shed fibers -- plush and chenille yarns
are generally not suitable! If you have any doubt, cut a strand and see if there will be a
problem before you make a pom-pom and end up with nothing but a handful of fluff.
POM-POM DECORATION
Make 10 pom-poms.

1. Hold one strand of each of the colors between the thumb and forefinger of one
hand. Spread your fingers apart and wind the yarn around your hand 10 times.
Keeping your fingers apart will keep the yarn from falling off.
Cut the yarn and hold the cut ends between your thumb and forefinger as well.
If you are making the pom-pom with a small child, consider having them hold the
yarn and winding it around both their hands so they can be part of the process!

2. Cut a 24-inch [60 cm] piece of the yarn that you want to use to tie the pom-pom
to the scarf. Double it over. Pass it between your middle and ring finger underneath
the bundle of the yarn. Tie it off, pulling the yarn as tight as you cal.
If you are making the pom-pom with a child, pass the end of the yarn between their
two hands, pull it together tightly and tie off.
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3. You will have a bundle of yarn with a long tail that consists of the yarn you used
to tie off. Insert scissors into the loops of the bundle and cut the loops.

As soon as you do, the yarn will fluff up and you'll have a pom-pom.
If the ends are not even or if you don't like the shape, trim the pom-pom with the
scissors until you are happy.

5. Lay the scarf flat on the table, right side up with the edge facing you. Insert the
crochet hook from the bottom to the top approximately ¼ inch [.5 cm] from the
end and side of the scarf and pull half of the long yarn that secures the pom-pom
through the scarf. Tie it to the other piece of long yarn so that the pom-pom is
attached to the scarf. Tie it securely -- use at least one more knot than you really
think you need just to be sure it won't come loose! Trim ends.
Repeat the procedure for the other side of the scarf so that there are two pompoms on the outside edges of the same end of the scarf.
Fold the scarf in half lengthwise with the pom-poms together so you can tell where
the middle is. Put another pom-pom there.
Place the last two pom-poms evenly spaced between the ones that are on the scarf.
Note: You may want to tie the pom-poms so they are close to the scarf, or you may
want to leave an inch so that the pom-poms hang down and move more. Or, as in
our example, you may want to mix lengths -- we tied three close to the scarf and
put the two between them
Repeat at other end of scarf.

Learn to knit instructions:http://learnToKnit.LionBrand.com

Every effort has been made to have the knitting and crochet instructions accurate and complete. We cannot be responsible for variance of
individual knitters and crocheters, human errors, or typographical mistakes.

*Wool-Ease® (Article #620) is a 4-ply worsted-weight yarn. It has the feel, warmth and softness of wool with
the easy care of acrylic. • Solid, Heather, Twist: 3 oz/85g (197 yd/180m) balls 80% acrylic, 20% wool •
Sprinkles, Wheat, Mushroom, Rainbow Mist: 3 oz/85g (197 yd/180m) balls 86% acrylic, 10% wool, 4% rayon •
Glitter/Multi-colors: 2.5 oz./70g (162 yd/146m) balls 78% acrylic, 19% wool, 3% polyester • Frosts: 2.5
oz./70g (162 yd/146m) balls 70% acrylic, 20% wool, 10% polyamide • Prints: 2.5 oz/70g (162 yd/146m) balls
80% acrylic, 20% wool
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*Lion Suede (Article #210) A luxuriously soft yarn with a suede finish. Bulky Weight; 100% Polyester Solids are
packaged in 3 oz/85g (122 yd/110 m) skeins, prints are packaged in 2 3/4 oz [78 g]/111 yd [101 m] balls

We want your project to be a success! If you need help with this or any other Lion Brand pattern, e-mail support is
available 7 days per week. Just click here to explain your problem and someone will help you!
For hundreds of free patterns, visit our website www.LionBrand.com
To order visit our website www.e-yarn.com or call: (800) 258-YARN (9276) any time!
Copyright ©1998-2005 Lion Brand Yarn Company, all rights reserved. No pattern or other material may be reproduced -- mechanically,
electronically, or by any other means, including photocopying -- without written permission of Lion Brand Yarn Company. If you would like to
send a copy of this page to someone, click here and we will be happy to do it for you.
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